
Managing your investments, replicating and earning
in DeFi has never been easier. 



The arrival of DeFi is revolutionizing the world of finance. To date, more than $200 billion is locked up in DeFi, of
which about $120 billion is on Ethereum, $30 billion on Binance Smart Chain and $15 billion on Solana.

Even the big guys in traditional finance recognize the incredible potential of this new sector. 

“There is little doubt that DeFi is still at early stages and thus has a lot of potential to grow over time.” JPMorgan

Our mission is to make DeFi manageable and accessible for everyone. 

The Market
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DeFi is dispersive, it is virtually impossible to keep up with all crypto investments, you need to use too many
platforms and often have multiple wallets. This leads to a lack of control and the risk of losing capital and
opportunities.

Being a very volatile market, crypto investors often need to rebalance their wallets. Doing so is often
complicated, and can lead to mistakes being made and a lot of time being wasted.

DeFi is still a hostile world for many, often tricky to use and difficult to fully understand. Keeping track of all
investments and building balanced wallets is a challenge that is almost impossible for beginners.

Good investors have only limited capital at their disposal, which reduces their chances of making money. 

Today, managing crypto investments is undeniably complicated, which is why many people fail to enter the DeFi
universe.

The Problem
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For beginners, RepliFi offers the possibility of entering this market with predefined wallets or by directly replicating
the best performing investors in this field.

RepliFi helps investors by making their job easier with wallets that balance themselves automatically and gives
them the possibility to make their investments public in order to make the most of their returns.

The Solution
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RepliFi gives all crypto investors the ability to easily track,
adjust and analyse their investments.

RepliFi offers wallets to invest in, perfect for beginners.
These wallets will be tokenized, allowing those who invest in
them to use them as collateral to apply for loans in DeFi.

RepliFi enables experienced traders to maximize
their returns by helping beginners to start investing
by replicating their wallets.



Repli Trading

Let the experts guide you

RepliFi allows you to make money by simply
replicating the investments of experienced
traders. You don't need any trading experience;
you quickly and practically learn in the field,
taking your cue from the best traders on the
platform. Earning money with total security has
never been easier.
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Repli Trading

Help beginners and maximize your earnings

RepliFi allows you to maximize your returns and
benefit by helping newcomers: if you already
own a wallet, you can decide to make it public,
thus generating additional returns on your
investments. You will receive 1.5% of the capital
that is used to replicate your investments.
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Repli Wallets

RepliFi provides predefined balanced wallets in
which you can invest with ease, always taking
into account the available capital. There are
five wallets available, each with a different risk
level. Investing in RepliFi Wallets is cheaper
than replicating public wallets. 
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Automatic Balancing

RepliFi automatically adjusts the percentages
of the various financial assets in your wallet,
giving you the possibility to add customized
specifications and change the functionality of
your wallets. With RepliFi's automatic balancing
you are always in control, so you won't lose
track of your investments.
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Automatic Balancing

Enter the percentages of cryptos that make
up your wallet.

Decide how often RepliFi will rebalance your
investments.

Enter target exit prices for individual assets.

Decide a threshold value for exiting the
market completely.

You can:
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RepliFi offers analysis and charts to keep you in
control of your investments. The platform
provides you with basic analysis charts, in-
depth analysis of your wallet's exposures, and
finally, the possibility to select indicators to be
taken into account for an in-depth and
customizable analysis. 

RepliFi Analysis
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Holders of the RPI token have the opportunity to participate in staking on RepliFi, with access to great rewards. As
the amount of RPI in staking increases, you gain access to more exclusive tiers and more benefits.

RPI Token Utility
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Possibility of participating in token staking

Automated rebalancing

Basic charts

Make portfolio public

Voting right

Automatic Balancing
 
 
 
 

RepliFi Analysis
 
 
 

Repli Trading
 
 
 
 

Governance

Basic



Holders of the RPI token have the opportunity to participate in staking on RepliFi, with access to great rewards. As
the amount of RPI in staking increases, you gain access to more exclusive tiers and more benefits.

RPI Token Utility
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Possibility of participating in token staking
Repli Wallets

Automated rebalancing
Insertion of rebalancing term
Target on portfolio total balance

Basic charts

Make portfolio public
Replicate trades manually

Voting right

Automatic Balancing
 
 
 
 

RepliFi Analysis
 
 
 

Repli Trading
 
 
 
 

Governance

Starter



Holders of the RPI token have the opportunity to participate in staking on RepliFi, with access to great rewards. As
the amount of RPI in staking increases, you gain access to more exclusive tiers and more benefits.

RPI Token Utility
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Possibility of participating in token staking
Repli Wallets

Automated rebalancing
Insertion of rebalancing term
Target on portfolio total balance
Target on single crypto assets

Basic charts
Study on exposure

Make portfolio public
Replicate trades manually
Replicate trades automatically

Voting right

Automatic Balancing
 
 
 
 

RepliFi Analysis
 
 
 

Repli Trading
 
 
 
 

Governance

Advanced



Holders of the RPI token have the opportunity to participate in staking on RepliFi, with access to great rewards. As
the amount of RPI in staking increases, you gain access to more exclusive tiers and more benefits.

RPI Token Utility
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Possibility of participating in token staking
Repli Wallets
Exclusive UX

Automated rebalancing
Insertion of rebalancing term
Target on portfolio total balance
Target on single crypto assets

Basic charts
Study on exposure
Custom analysis

Make portfolio public
Replicate trades manually
Replicate trades automatically
RepliFi certification

Voting right
Right of proposing new RepliFi developments

Automatic Balancing
 
 
 
 

RepliFi Analysis
 
 
 

Repli Trading
 
 
 
 

Governance

Pro



Fees
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Tokenomics
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Token: RPI
Total Supply: 86,750,000,000.00



Supported Chains
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Roadmap
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Team
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Alessandro Berton
Founder & CEO

Matteo Giaccone
CMO

Federico Faccenda
CTO



Links
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For info

Social

https://replifi.io/
mailto:info@replifi.io
https://twitter.com/RepliFi
https://medium.com/@replifi
https://t.me/replifiofficial
https://www.instagram.com/replifi/
https://www.facebook.com/replifi

